Installation Instructions

INTRODUCTION

These instructions cover the installation of the PTAC Air Deflector. The PTAC Air Deflector Accessory Kit can be field installed on most existing PTAC units. It is designed to guide discharge air away from overhead curtains.

INSTALLATION

1) Prior to installing the Air Deflector on the PTAC unit, thoroughly clean the surfaces around the air discharge area of the unit. In order for the adhesive strip to grip and hold, this area must be free of dirt, dust, grease, oil, release agents and other impurities or foreign material.

2) To get a general idea of location, place the Air Deflector on the unit. Select a location that is centered and fits your needs. Record this location by lightly marking both ends with a pencil on the unit.

3) Now it's time to install the Air Deflector. Grab hold of the Air Deflector and remove the backing tape from adhesive strip.

4) Starting at one of the pencil marks, carefully lay one end of the Air Deflector down. Then slowly lower the remaining portion. Make sure the Air Deflector lays flat and meets the other pencil mark.

5) Using your fingers, firmly apply pressure to the Air Deflector mounting area along the adhesive strip to insure the adhesive is in full contract with the unit surface.

6) Use an eraser to remove pencil marks.